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ECG Mr. Fan
A 3-in-1 portable fan with a
water mist spray feature
Product code: 100001915345
EAN: 8592131309401











Improves climate of the room

Summer fan feature

Air humidification using the water mist spray

feature

Ionization that cleans the air

Timer for up to 9 hours

 Improves climate of the room

 Three features in one: summer fan,
air humidifier (water mist spray

feature), ionizer
 The fan and the water mist spray

feature function independently
 Water tank with a volume of 2,5 l

 3 fan speeds: low, medium, high

 180° air circulation

 Propeller diameter of 28.5 cm

 Timer for up to 9 hours

 LED display

 Remote controller

 Useful warnings about lack of
water

 4 double wheels for easy handling

 Power input of 90 W
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For a more pleasant atmosphere
ECG Mr.Fan is an elegant device that offers 3 functions. They all have the same common
purpose – to make your living room, bedroom or office climate more comfortable. In the summer,
you can use this nice gadget as a fan to disperse the hot air, cooling you down nicely. If you’re
dealing with dry air indoors, you’ll appreciate the option of spraying water mist to moisten the
surrounding air. And thanks to the ionisation function, this device can also serve as an air purifier
which will rid the room of micro dust, pollen and cigarette smoke.  

Because we have given this 3-in-1 device a modern and very elegant design, it can become a decoration in any
room. Easy handling is ensured by 4 double castors.

Warms and humidifies the air
The fan and spraying water mist functions are independent of each other, so you can use
them both at the same time. This will be especially welcome on hot summer days when their
cooperation will refresh you pleasantly. This allows you to stir up the stagnant air in the room in a
desirable way while humidifying it for better breathing.  

To spray the mist, the machine uses water which is filled into a 2.5 litre tank. The device itself will alert you in
case of water shortage. The fan provides 180° air circulation, has a 28.5 cm diameter propeller and offers 3
rotation speeds.

Better breathing thanks to ionisation
Enjoy fresh air that will help you breathe better. The ECG Mr.Fan provides this through its advanced
ionisation function. It is a principle in which the air is enriched with negative ions which accelerates
the clustering of miniature dust particles. This leads to effective air purification that gets rid of
bacteria and viruses, pollen and unpleasant odours.  

In addition, the negative ions generated by our air purifier fan have a positive effect on human health –
they can make you feel refreshed and reduce fatigue and stress.

Anyone can operate it
You can operate the ECG portable fan very easily. The device is equipped with a clear LED display and
you also get a handy remote control.  

For all three functions offered by this device, you can also use the timer which ensures automatic
shutdown after a selected time (up to 9 hours).
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